Krieghoff ESSENCIA Side-by-Side BOXLOCK Shotgun

Suggested Retail Price Sheet
April 1, 2019

Standard features of the Krieghoff ESSENCIA Boxlock Side-by-Side Shotgun:

• Trigger floor plate, round-body boxlock action
• Standard Chokes are 1/4 and 1/2 (IC/Mod); Automatic selective ejectors (H&H style)
• Non-ventilated, slightly raised rib; Front metal ‘pearl’ bead sight
• Double triggers, the front articulated
• Fine English scroll engraving; color case-hardening
• “Krieghoff” engraved in gold on bottom of action
• Automatic sliding tang safety
• Straight-grip or Prince-of-Wales grip stock in rich grain Turkish walnut, with checkered butt and Tru-oil finish
• Semi-beavertail (splinter) forearm, Purdey-style pushbutton release
• Upgraded rich grain Turkish walnut comes standard with the Essencia-BX
• Approximate weight 6-1/4 – 6-1/2 lbs in 20, 28 & 16 Ga; 6-3/4 – 7lbs in 12 Ga
• Krieghoff leather case with protective canvas cover

### 12-Bore
2-3/4” chambers, 28” or 30” barrels, choked IC/Mod $28,550

### 16-Bore (20 frame)
2-3/4” chambers, 28” or 30” barrels, choked IC/Mod $28,550

### 20-Bore
3” chambers, 28” or 30” barrels, choked IC/Mod $28,550

### 28-Bore (20 frame)
2 3/4” chambers, 28” barrels, choked IC/Mod $29,650

### 28-Bore (20 frame)
2 ¾” chambers, 30” barrels, choked IC/Mod $32,950

Extra-cost options for the Krieghoff Essencia Boxlock:

• Single non-selective trigger $1,595
• From the standard rich grain Turkish walnut to ‘Very Best’ $2,200
• Custom engraving (buyer’s choice) P.O.R.
• Finish options (coin-silver nitride or blued) No Charge
• Initials (3) in gold on trigger guard $1,975
• Initials (3) in gold oval inlaid in bottom of buttstock $1,975

### Optional Sidelever Opening
$7,150

• Choke Tubes (5) by Briley, thin-wall, flush mounted $1,925
• Choke Tubes (5) by Briley suitable for steel shot (up to Mod), flush mounted $1,925
• Optional Oak/Leather case upgrade from the std. leather case with full assortment of accessories (2 snap caps, 2 oil bottles, cleaning rod) $3,500
• Custom chokes deviating from the standard IC/Mod; per choke $550
• Extra interchangeable barrels P.O.R.

Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice.